Kcenter
A tailored Process Automation
and Document Management
solution that delivers real
business benefits.

Access to current and accurate information at the right
time is essential for business success. And now, it’s now
more important than ever for companies to understand
their business processes.

However, tackling process inefficiencies can be
daunting, combining continual pressures to reduce
costs whilst delivering excellence in business agility,
customer service and compliance. It’s little
surprise therefore that many businesses turn to
Process Automation and Document Management
solutions to help them overcome these challenges.
Charles Taylor InsureTech’s Kcenter solution provides
you with an intuitive, scalable and robust solution that
delivers tangible, quantifiable benefits from Day One.

Looking to reduce overheads
and drive change?
•

Control and reduce operational costs

•

Optimise business processes

•

Demonstrate adherence to compliance
and regulatory requirements

•

Maximise skilled resource

•

Access clean and complete data

•

Implement efficient processes with effective
management tracking

•

Scale the business without increasing overheads

Contact us today for more information
ctinsuretech.com/document-management
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Key features

Proactive tracking
and management of
business workloads

Diary management
and reminders

Intuitive document
storage and retrieval

Full version
control

Extensive search
functionality

Seamless integration
with Microsoft products
with browser and smart
device access

Drag and drop
workflow design

Extensive, robust
security with granular
audit features and
permissioned access

Interfaces with
legacy systems

Operational management
reporting suite

Why Kcenter
Simple and flexible

New markets

Easy to set up and configure with minimal IT input.
Integrates with current and legacy systems. Intuitive to use.

Helps to launch new products or penetrate new territories
efficiently and economically.

Security and audit

Cost effective

Helps adhere to regulatory and compliance obligations.
Creates demonstrable audit trails even when sharing
data and processes with third parties.

Improves productivity, reduces overheads and alleviates
bottlenecks by automating manual tasks and standardising
processes. Allows businesses to concentrate on providing
excellent customer service.
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